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Introduction

Housing youth who are prosecuted and convicted as adults in adult facilities is challenging and creates significant dilemmas for correctional agencies. In particular, should such “youthful inmates” be treated as part of the regular adult population or should these youth be housed in facilities still under the purview of the adult corrections agency but in facilities designated for youth? More narrowly, should youthful inmates who remain in an adult facility be held in separate housing blocks? Or, should youthful inmates in adult correctional facilities be housed in protective custody or solitary confinement for their protection? How should agencies provide required services for

1 “Youth” for the purposes of this publication is defined as individuals under the age of 18.
youthful inmates—education, recreation, program access, visitation, and medical treatment?4 What must agencies share publicly and privately if youth are harmed in custody—is a mandatory report required?5 In order to obtain medical treatment, participate in interviews—is parental consent required,6 or does conviction in adult criminal court and imprisonment in an adult facility automatically emancipate youth?7 Or would youthful inmates be best served in juvenile-only facilities until they reach age 21, or even until the age of 25, as is policy in a number of states?8

Agencies and facilities have grappled with these issues for decades and have come to different conclusions and solutions. These solutions and conclusions have often been the result of advocacy or litigation on behalf of vulnerable youth in adult prisons and jails. During hearings on the sexual assault of individuals in custody, in the resulting

8 California, Oregon and Wisconsin are three examples of States with laws that allow youth to remain in juvenile correctional facilities until age 25. See also THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR FAMILIES, https://www.healthcare.gov/young-adults/children-under-26/ (detailing that individuals under 26 are still treated as children for the purposes of health coverage in family insurance plan).
legislation, the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA), and in the report of the National Prison Rape Elimination Commission (NPREC), correctional officials, advocates and the formerly incarcerated consistently identified youth housed in adult facilities as vulnerable to physical and sexual abuse.\(^9\) As a result, the final rules promulgated by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and applicable to all facilities in the United States significantly restricts and discourages housing anyone under the age of eighteen with those over the eighteen. These restrictions are applicable even when State law explicitly requires the automatic prosecution in adult court of individuals at age 16 and 17, resulting in a presumption of detention in an adult facility at arrest and beyond.\(^10\) Additionally, the PREA standards provide strong evidence for the elimination of housing individuals under the age of 18 from those 18 and above.\(^11\) In situations, where agencies can demonstrate that they cannot avoid housing youth under 18 with those 18 and above, the PREA rules require that they document and report these incidents.\(^12\)

\(^10\) The DOJ promulgated the PREA regulations with full knowledge and awareness of differences in jurisdictions, which allow for the detention of youth under 18 in adult facilities as a matter of state law. The final PREA rules nevertheless require states to do “sight and sound separation of youth in custody who are under 18 from individuals over 18 in order to be deemed compliant with the PREA. See *id.*
\(^11\) *Id.*
\(^12\) *Id.* at 221.
This guidance addresses key issues that agencies have faced in their efforts to comply with the Youthful Inmate Standard. Section I provides background regarding the current system of laws regarding the incarceration of youthful inmates in adult facilities. Many states have engaged in legal reform in order to comply with the Youthful Inmate Standard. Section II describes the vulnerabilities that exist within the current system. Several states have attempted to address those vulnerabilities by changing the way in which they house youth. Section III identifies core features necessary for protecting youth in adult settings. Finally, Section IV details specific promising practices that states have used to protect youth in adult custodial settings and comply with the letter and spirit of PREA.

I. Background

Youth enter the adult criminal justice system because of the porosity between the juvenile system and the adult systems. This porosity occurs in several ways. The first is transfer. Transfer occurs when youth who would normally be held accountable in the juvenile court system are turned over to the adult system for adjudication. In these

---

13 Id. at 219. Note that separate guidance on complying with the “youthful detainee” standard is necessary as the issues differ. See C.F.R. § 115.5 (2011) (“Youthful detainee means any person under the age of 18 who is under adult court supervision and detained in a lockup.”).
14 See NPREC REPORT, supra note 9, at 19; see also C.F.R. § 115.5 (2011).
15 See, e.g., 33 V.S.A. § 5281 et. seq. (Vermont has a youthful offender provision in which the youth pleads to the offense (or a lesser offense if the prosecutor agrees), and then the case is sent to juvenile court for disposition. If the youth successfully completes juvenile probation, the conviction is expunged.). See also Md. Crim. Pro. Art. § 4-202.2 (Maryland has a similar provision called "second chance transfer," which occurs under...
situations, the state charges the juvenile as an adult and punishes the juvenile as an adult. Detailed below are brief descriptions of each of these transfer practices.

A. The Mechanisms of Juvenile Transfer to Adult Jurisdiction

There are several routes that youth take that bring them into the juvenile system including: (1) statutory waiver; (2) judicial waiver; (3) mandatory waiver; (4) presumptive waiver; and (5) direct file. In order to implement the Youthful Inmate Standard, jurisdictions have to contend with these laws. Detailed below are brief descriptions of each of these practices.

1. Statutory Waiver

Statutory exclusion or “waiver” refers to a statutory scheme where certain crimes are excluded from the jurisdiction of the juvenile courts. This means that when a juvenile is accused of committing one of those enumerated crimes, he or she is charged as an adult simply because of the nature of the crime he or she is accused of committing. For example in Connecticut, murder is excluded from juvenile court jurisdiction.

2. Judicial Waiver

Judicial waiver occurs when a juvenile court judge uses her discretion to transfer a juvenile case to adult criminal court jurisdiction. Judicial waiver can be mandatory or presumptive. So, while the case can be prosecuted in juvenile or adult court, the judge can decide where the youth will be prosecuted.

3. Mandatory Judicial Waiver

Mandatory waiver refers to statutes that require transfer to adult criminal court jurisdiction due to the alleged crime and/or age or prior record of the juvenile. Mandatory waiver differs from statutory exclusion because it requires that a juvenile court judge make an initial determination before transferring the juvenile to adult court.

4. Presumptive Waiver

Presumptive waiver occurs when there is a statute mandating that a juvenile be tried as an adult due to her crime, age or prior juvenile record. Statutes that include this presumption may also include a provision allowing the juvenile to rebut this presumption by arguing that she would be better served by remaining within the juvenile court’s jurisdiction.

5. Direct File

Finally, a juvenile can also be tried as an adult at the discretion of the prosecutor. This can happen when a statute provides for “direct file” which means that the statute gives prosecutors the discretion to charge juveniles as adults. Additionally, a prosecutor may have the discretion, depending on the circumstances, to charge the juvenile with an
offense that is statutorily excluded from juvenile court jurisdiction or is subject to a mandatory waiver statute.

In addition to the complexity of these differing state laws that govern transfer processes, each state determines the age for juvenile court jurisdiction. These laws provide another entry point for youth into adult prisons and jails.

**B. State Differences in the Age of Juvenile Court Jurisdiction**

Many states automatically prosecute 16 and 17 year olds as adults. Yet, the age of majority e.g.—the age to drink, vote, sign contracts, marry, and enter the military, can be considerably older than the age when juvenile court jurisdiction ends. As such, the incongruent result that a youth is in adult custody, but needs parental permission for medical care or to sign releases or other legal documents.

Creating another level of complexity is the fact that each state has mandatory reporting statutes that require certain public officials—teachers, correctional authorities,
nurses, and doctors—to report physical and sexual abuse of youth. These statutes often require mandatory reports until age 21; again several years older than the age that youth can be placed in adult prisons. For example, Wisconsin’s mandatory reporting statute requires reporting of abuse even when a youth in in adult custodial settings. There is a penalty when enumerated mandatory reporters fail to make the relevant ordered report.

Finally, is the issue of housing youth who are charged or prosecuted as adults. Usually, housing is a separate matter from charging and conviction. Often, juveniles charged and convicted as adults will be held pre-trial and post-conviction in adult facilities. Some states, however, have enacted laws that allow youth to remain in juvenile facilities pre-trial. Still others permit youth to remain in juvenile facilities post-

21 See, e.g., WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES supra note 7.
22 Id.
23 MANDATORY REPORTING WIS. STAT. § 48.981 (2014) (“Community placement means . . . any other placement of an adult or juvenile offender in the community under the custody or supervision of the department of corrections, the department of health services, a county department under or any other person under contract with the department of corrections, the department of health services or a county department under to exercise custody or supervision over the offender.”).
25 See THE PREA RESOURCE CENTER, FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS, Juveniles in a Juvenile Setting Under PREA Standards 115.14, http://www.prearesourcecenter.org/frequently-asked-questions (“Individuals confined in juvenile facilities are defined as “residents” and may reside in juvenile facilities until the age allowable by state law, which in most states is 21, and in some as high as 25. The PREA standards do not provide for any sight and sound separation of residents in juvenile facilities either because of age or court of conviction. Neither the standard on youthful inmates (115.14) nor the standard for youthful detainees (115.114) is applicable in juvenile facilities. The Youthful Inmate standard requiring separation of those under age 18 from those over 18 is “setting specific,” applicable only in prisons, jails, and lockups. Even where state law provides for automatic prosecution in adult court of
conviction until the age of 21 and sometimes until 25.26 Still others have facilities specifically for youthful offenders,27 and may even allow youth to have reduced sentences even though they were convicted as adults.28

II. Applicable Standards for Housing Youth

While this guidance is focused on the PREA Youthful Inmate Standard, there are other frameworks and standards that may affect how facilities house youth. This chart identifies standards—including the Youthful Inmate standard—that apply to youth who are in custodial settings. There are several applicable standards, both under the PREA and the Juvenile Justice Delinquency and Prevention Act (JJDPA), that may apply to youth in custody, depending on where the youth is housed. The PREA standards define a youthful inmate as any person under the age of 18 who is under adult court supervision and incarcerated or detained in a prison or jail.29 A youthful detainee is defined as any person under the age of 18 who is under adult court supervision and detained in lockup.30 A juvenile under the JJDPA is a person under the laws of the state in which she is individuals at age 16 (e.g., NC, NY) and age 17 (e.g., GA, NH, IL, LA, MD, MA, MI, SC, TX, WI) when those persons are detained or confined in an adult prison, jail, or lockup, such individuals must be sight and sound separated from those over the age of 18.”.

26 Id.
27 Id.
29 28 C.F.R. § 115.5.
30 Id.
arrested who is to be prosecuted as a delinquent, rather than as an adult. The JJDPA standards apply to all facilities, juvenile and adult. For example, the law specifically defines “Jail or Lockup for adults” as a temporary locked facility that detains individuals pre and post arrest. Importantly, the JJDPA requires participating states to monitor adult facilities to ensure juveniles are appropriately removed and sight and sound separated when detention does result.

The PREA Youthful Inmate Standards, in essence, extends the JJDPA Jail Removal requirement to include an age standard. Thus, while the JJDPA protects youth charged in juvenile court, the PREA adds additional protections to youth under eighteen who may as a matter of state law be automatically charged, detained and subsequently prosecuted in the adult criminal justice system.

Both the JJDPA and PREA condition receipt of DOJ funds on compliance with the respective standards. This chart categorizes the different standards based on who they apply to—juveniles under the JJDPA, youthful inmates or youthful detainees under PREA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>JJDPA</th>
<th>Youthful Inmate</th>
<th>Youthful Detainee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sight and Sound Separation[^33]</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deinstitutionalization of Status Offenders[^34]</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disproportionate Minority Contact[^35]</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jail Removal[^36]</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to Programs and Work Opportunities, Exercise, and Special Education Services[^37]</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid Placing Youth in Isolation[^38]</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Supervision When Youthful Inmates and Adult</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^33]: The “Sight and Sound Separation” standards of the JJDPS requires that any juvenile or youthful inmate who is housed in the same facility as an adult must be separated from adult inmates by “sight and sound” in housing units. This standard is included in both the JJDPA and the PREA standards covering youthful inmates and detainees. See The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, 42 U.S.C. § 5601 et. seq. (2012); National Standards to Prevent, Detect, and Respond to Prison Rape, 28 C.F.R. § 115.14(a) (2012).

[^34]: This standard is found in the JJDPA and is widely enacted in state codes; it requires that juveniles who are status and/or non-offenders not be detained or confined in any detention and/or correctional facility. 42 U.S.C. § 5601 et. seq.

[^35]: The JJDPA also requires states to address the issue of the overrepresentation of youth of color in the justice system. Id.

[^36]: The “Jail Removal” requirement of the JJDPA requires that juveniles not be placed in adult jails or lockups. Minimal exceptions generally allow for alleged delinquents—never alleged or adjudicated status/non-offenders—to be held in adult facilities for very short periods of time (i.e. 6 hours) while awaiting processing, transfer to juvenile facility, or waiting to make a court appearance. Id.

[^37]: The PREA standards require that facilities comply with the standards in a way that still provides youthful inmates with access to programs, work opportunities and education services. 28 C.F.R. § 115.14(c).

[^38]: Facilities should not resort to isolating youth in order to comply with the sight and sound separation standards of PREA. Id.
III. Problems with the Current System

There is a long history of vulnerability of youth housed with adults.40 Those risks are well documented and include the potential of physical and sexual abuse and exploitation by older inmates and staff.41 PREA made specific findings about the vulnerability of youth when housed with adults.42 Congress found that “[j]uveniles are 5 times more likely to be sexually assaulted in adult rather than juvenile facilities—often within the first 48 hours of incarceration.” And NPREC stated in its final report that “[m]ore than any other group of incarcerated persons, youth incarcerated with adults are probably at the highest risk for sexual abuse.”43

A. The Risk of Sexual Abuse

Youth are particularly vulnerable to abuse in all custodial settings—both juvenile and adult.44 One of the key features of PREA was its requirement that the Bureau of

39 When youthful inmates do have sight, sound, or physical contact with adult inmates outside of the housing units, the facility should provide direct staff supervision. 28 C.F.R. § 115.14(b)(2).
41 Id.
43 NPREC REPORT, supra note 9.
Justice Statistics (BJS) collect data on the prevalence of prison rape. In 2005, BJS found that 21% percent of all substantiated allegations of inmate-on-inmate sexual violence occurred in jails. Given the above-noted inclusion of sixteen and seventeen year olds for prosecution and subsequent detention in adult jails, we know that of those victimized two-thirds (65.5%) were re-victimized. Of youth victimized by other inmates 78.6% reported experiencing physical force or threat of force, while the perpetrator otherwise pressured 39.8%. These youthful victims reported these assaults less than 1 in 6 times (15.4%).

BJS also found that male youthful inmates reported higher rates of staff sexual misconduct (3.3%) than female juveniles (0.9%) while youthful inmates held for violent sex offenses reported higher rates of staff sexual misconduct (12.0%) than those held for property offenses (1.5%). Additionally, three-quarters (75.8%) of those youthful


47 Id.
48 Id.
49 Id.
inmates assaulted were victimized more than once by staff, while fewer than 1 in 10 reported the staff sexual misconduct.\textsuperscript{51}

Finally, “[y]outh who identified their sexual orientation as gay, lesbian, bisexual, or other reported a substantially higher rate of youth-on-youth victimization (10.3%) than heterosexual youth (1.5%).”\textsuperscript{52} Ultimately, these statistics illustrate a trend across facilities indicative of increased vulnerability for youth to experience sexual violence in custody.

**B. Agencies Have Faced Scrutiny and Liability for Sexual Abuse of Youth in Adult Settings**

The press, local and federal legislators, and domestic and international human rights organizations have scrutinized the physical and sexual abuse of youth in adult facilities.\textsuperscript{53} Agencies have also faced federal and state litigation regarding the abuse of youth in adult facilities.\textsuperscript{53} Detailed below are representative cases.

\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
In this case a seventeen-year-old female held at the Tulsa County Jail alleged 10 instances in which a male detention officer sexually assaulted her. Juvenile female inmates at Tulsa County Jail, which houses adult inmates as well, are held in individual cells in the medical unit of the jail. The Court discussed, at length, the facility's Youthful Offender Policy, which required: two officers—one of the same sex as the youthful inmate—be present when entering a juvenile's cell. The court found that detention officers working in the juvenile unit of the Tulsa Jail had only one year of experience in the Tulsa Jail, and that the medical unit was frequently single-staffed.


In this case a class of seven individual inmates who were under 18 at the time of their incarceration allege that they were sexually assaulted and harassed by adult prisoners as well as prison guards while in custody with the Michigan Department of Corrections (MDOC). MDOC responded stating that PREA does not apply to state facilities and that they were otherwise not liable due to correcting the conditions alleged to cause harm to youth in custody. The DOJ Special Litigation Unit responded by publishing a Statement of Interest on behalf of the DOJ stating that PREA does in fact


apply to all state-run facilities. The Statement does not comment as to the veracity of MDOC’s claim of rectifying conditions of confinement, but states that even if conditions are corrected the correction does not necessarily render claims of harm made before the changes moot.

IV. Best Practices and Promising Practices for Youthful Inmates in Adult Facilities

PREA has generated opportunities and incentives for jurisdictions to innovate and change the ways they provide housing for youthful inmates. These changes have the potential to have a significant impact on youth safety, in particularly safety from physical and sexual abuse by adult inmates. They also have the potential to change the conditions of confinement overall for these youthful inmates who often experience isolation and lack of access to age appropriate programs and opportunities in adult facilities.\(^{55}\) Agencies have implemented the Youthful Inmate Standard in a variety of ways, often using multiple strategies. These strategies include: (1) law and policy reform; (2) enforcing

sight and sound separation as required by the youthful inmate standard; (3) using a direct supervision model; (4) having separate sleeping areas for youth; and (5) using alternative forms of supervision.

A. Law and Policy Reform

Eleven states—Colorado, Idaho, Indiana, Maine, Nevada, Hawaii, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Texas, Oregon and Ohio—have passed laws limiting states’ authority to house youthful inmates post-conviction in adult jails and prisons.\(^56\) Five states have expanded their juvenile court jurisdiction so that older youth who previously would be automatically tried as adults no longer go straight into the adult criminal justice system—Connecticut, Illinois, Mississippi, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire.\(^57\) Fifteen states have engaged in transfer reform making it more likely that youth will stay in the juvenile justice system—Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Nevada, Indiana, Utah, Virginia, Washington, Ohio, Maryland, Nebraska, Washington, D.C. and New York.\(^58\) Twelve states—California, Colorado, Georgia, Indiana, Texas, Missouri, Ohio, Washington, Florida, Hawaii, West Virginia, and Iowa—have changed their mandatory


\(^{57}\)See generally The Campaign for Youth Justice, supra note 60; see also Youthful Inmate Webinar, supra note 60.

\(^{58}\)See generally The Campaign for Youth Justice, supra note 60; see also Youthful Inmate Webinar, supra note 60.
minimum sentencing laws to take into account the developmental differences between youth and adults, allow for post-sentence review for youth facing juvenile life without parole or made other changes to how youth are sentenced in the adult system.\(^{59}\)

The federal government and some states choose to house youthful inmates in juvenile facilities until they are at least 18 and then transfer them to adult housing.\(^{60}\) For example, in Maine “[a] youth who has been convicted and sentenced to a sentence alternative involving imprisonment and who has not attained 18 years of age at the time of sentence imposition must be committed to a Department of Corrections juvenile correctional facility for an indeterminate period not to extend beyond the youth's 18th birthday.”\(^{61}\)

### B. Sight and Sound Separation

In practice some state prison systems have effectuated sight and sound separation of adult and juvenile inmates in a variety of ways. South Carolina’s has designated a wing in one of its adult housing units for use of youthful male inmates only. Missouri has installed a 12-foot privacy fence around the housing unit designated for male youthful inmates.\(^{62}\) The male unit provides programming areas as well as outdoor large

\(^{59}\) See YOUTHFUL INMATE WEBINAR, supra note 60.

\(^{60}\) This has long been the policy and practice of the Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP), which has a relatively small number of youth under eighteen who are subject to the federal Juvenile Justice Act and youth charged in adult court in the District of Columbia. See id.

\(^{61}\) ME. REV. STAT. tit. 15, § 3205 (2014).

\(^{62}\) See YOUTHFUL INMATE WEBINAR, supra note 60.
muscle exercise areas, which includes a basketball court. When female youthful inmates are incarcerated in Missouri they are housed in a trailer on the grounds of the Missouri prison for women. The female trailer allows for sight and sound separation, programming, and large muscle exercise.

While these physical modifications increase the likelihood of sight and sound separation, they can still limit the access of youthful inmates to the full area of a facility. Youth often have very limited access and freedom of movement, which is important developmentally. Housing options for female youthful inmates can be even restricted. Because, there are fewer female youthful inmates, they may be the only female youthful inmate in a system. As a result of the sight and sound restriction, their only contact may be with correctional staff. In these instances where there are small numbers of youthful inmates, states have considered moving youth to other states with larger groups of youthful inmates. While addressing the issues of critical mass, transferring youth to other states limits youth’s access to family, legal counsel and other important contacts and supports in their own state.

63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
67 Presentation by Regina Gilmore, District of Columbia, Department of Corrections Women’s Program Manager and Reentry Coordinator, Tour and Meeting on Issues Related to Women in Custody, October 22, 2015. See also Ziva supra note 54.
B. The Direct Supervision Model

Under the direct supervision model, staff directly supervises youth when they are in the presence of adult inmates. For example, in Illinois prisons male inmates who are 17 years old are housed separately from adult inmates and under direct supervision when outside of their housing unit. While providing direct supervision addresses the issue of limiting youthful inmates’ physical contact with adult inmates, it does not address the issue of sight and sound. If adult inmates can see or hear youthful inmates, then they have the opportunity to threaten or intimidate them. In Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections is in the process of making policy changes to ensure that all residents the agency meets the sight and sound criteria for youthful inmates under the age of eighteen. This policy would govern Pennsylvania’s facility, SCI Pine Grove and provides for changes in the sight and sound procedure.

C. Providing Specialized Programming Units and Separate Sleeping Units for Youthful Inmates

In order to meet the Youthful Inmate Standard, agencies have created specialized programming units and separate sleeping units for youthful inmates. Under this model youth sleep in segregation cells at night but attend programs together in specialized units. While addressing the issues of sight and sound separation broadly, such practices still limit the space youth can use in facilities. Additionally, often the separate sleeping arrangements are in disciplinary segregation units where youth may have separate

---

68 See YOUTHFUL INMATE WEBINAR, supra note 60.
69 Id.
sleeping rooms but where they can hear and be exposed to inmates who are either mentally ill and/or in segregation for serious institutional infractions. There are also legitimate concerns that such measures could lead to extended isolation for youth, such as that which occurred at Baltimore City Detention Center.70

D. Utilizing Alternate Forms of Supervision

One promising model is to place youth who are convicted on non-violent offenses as adults on community supervision, electronic monitoring, or in treatment rather than in adult facilities.71 States that use this model have the authority to do so because they have engaged in legal reform, which provides the flexibility to use these alternative forms of supervision.72

III. Recommendations

The vulnerability of youthful inmates housed with adults is an issue of deep concern to many organizations and agencies. These organizations—including the DOJ—have proposed a number of recommendations that are remarkably consistent. These recommendations deserve consideration and attention from states and agencies that house youthful inmates.

72 See supra pp. 14-16.
A. The Department of Justice

Individual components of the DOJ have provided substantial funding to implement PREA and continue to make recommendations—in real time—for jurisdictions regarding the implementation of the Youthful Inmate Standard. The Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA), for example, created a PREA Resource Center (PRC), which dedicates resources to implementation of all PREA standards including the Youthful Inmate Standard. BJA has long supported enhanced staff training to effectively work with youth in custody, given youth are known to have vulnerabilities beyond those experienced by the adult population. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention encourages particularized educational responses to the developmental needs of young people in the juvenile and adult justice system and has recommended “modify[ing] the current definition of “adult inmate” to give states the flexibility to allow juveniles under adult criminal court jurisdiction to be placed – and remain – in juvenile facilities until they reach the state’s age of extended juvenile court jurisdiction”.

---

B. The Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the National Institute of Corrections

The Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) has long implemented policy and practice consistent with the Youthful Inmate Standard. Specifically, any youth in federal custody held under the federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act—which is different than the JJDPA—are held under contract in local juvenile detention centers.76

D. Bureau of Justice Assistance

The BJA has recommended that agencies provide better staff training to handle youth populations, in particular “more energetic, and more impulsive” youths.77 BJA recommends specialized education to respond to the developmental needs of younger offenders.78 Finally, BJA recommends further research and assessment on the experience with housing youthful inmates.79 BJA also encourages particularized educational responses to the developmental needs of young people in the juvenile and adult justice system and plans to further develop policy in this area as States continue to receive BJA funds conditioned on the assurance of compliance with all of the PREA standards.80

78 Id.  
79 Id.  
80 See, e.g., Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) and Title II Formula Grant Funds, http://www.ojjdp.gov/programs/GrantDistributions.html ("[s]tates that submitted certifications will receive a “bonus” to their Title II Formula Grant award, while states
E. Campaign for Youth Justice

The Campaign for Youth Justice (CFYJ) has long recommended that states amend laws that permit youth to be prosecuted or imprisoned as adults.81 CFYJ also recommends that policymakers solicit stories from youth and their families about youth experiences being housed in adult facilities, in order to better understand those experiences, to learn from them and ultimately craft better policies, practices and laws.82 Additionally, CFYJ recommends the creation of an interstate memorandum on the treatment of youth in adult facilities to help clarify policy goals for this practice.83

F. National Institute of Corrections:

The National Institute of Corrections (NIC) recommends better data collection in order to eliminate “data gaps” in understanding the experience of youth in adult settings.84 NIC also recommends that states youth not be housed in adult facilities while that submitted assurances will be issued a separate PREA Reallocation grant, to be used solely for the purpose of enabling the state or territory to achieve full compliance with the PREA standards in future years.”); BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, EDWARD BYRNE MEMORIAL JUSTICE ASSISTANCE GRANT PROGRAM, FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS REGARDING THE PRISON RAPE ELIMINATION ACT CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT, https://www.bja.gov/Programs/JAG-PREA-FAQ.pdf (describing the impact on non-compliance with PREA standards and the impact of grants under Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) Program).

82 Id.
83 Id.
they are still pretrial detainees. Finally, NIC recommends the development of practices and strategies to better serve youth who were sentenced as adults and are have been released on to parole.

IV. Conclusion

Law, policy and strategies to address the treatment of youth in adult prisons and jails is developing rapidly. These changes are being driven by the growing concerns by the public and policymakers about problems of policing and the pipeline for youth into the juvenile and adult criminal justice system. These concerns have been deepened as the public and policymakers have acknowledged the vulnerability of youth in adult settings. The enactment of PREA and the development and implementation of the

85 Id.
86 Id.
87 See generally CAMPAIGN FOR YOUTH JUSTICE, supra note 60; see also, e.g., Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2005); Miller v. Alabama, 132 S.Ct. 2455 (U.S. 2012) (recognizing that the age of youth should be a factor in decisions about criminal culpability).
90 See supra note 53 and accompanying text.
standards, in particular the youthful inmate standard, have the potential to improve the conditions for youth in the criminal justice system and to increase their safety.